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 تست زبان انگلیسی

1-the amount of money one earns …… the work he is doing. 

      1-depends on    2-refers to    3-asks for    4-consists of  

2-a….. number of students are becoming engineers these days 

     1-frequent       2-growing     3-developing   4-subordinate 

3-children usually have …..bodies  since they can bend and 

stretch easily. 

      1-mild      2-relaxed     3-flexible    4-reduced 

4-i didn’t….. see him. i just heard his voice. 

      1-firmly      2=-actually        3-sharply    4-constantly 

5-plants draw minerals and other ….. from the soil 

     1-nutrients       2-chemicals   3-underpass     4-features 

6-so tired was David that he went….. to bed . 

      1-distant     2-extreme        3-anxious       4-straight 

7-compared to physics and math ,writing news story didn’t 

seem …… at all. 

     1-avalable       2-complicate    3-anxious      4-private 

8-mary is a …..person. if she says she will do something  you can 

be sure she’ll do it. 
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     1-disable     2-excited     3-reliable      4-programmable 

9-the office is going to ……. Working hours from 25 to 30per 

week. 

     1-estimate       2-increase  3-evaluate     4-research 

10-people’s …… usually becomes weak as they grow order. 

     1-eyesight      2-interest      3-feeling     4-endeavour 

11- the rice is …… in a large building near the village. 

     1-stored    2-designed    3-involved    4-manufactured 

12-Mary fell off while she was ….. the ladder. 

     1-running away     2-climbing up    3-helping out  4-calling out 

13-he has…… a decision to go to college to continue  his 

studies. 

    1-gotten     2-made     3-taken     4-done 

14- he always wants something …… to eat; he’s never satisfied 

with what he’s given. 

    1-extra     2-extreme     3-irrelevant      4-superior 

15-you will lose weight and become weak unless you receive all 

the…… your body needs. 

     1-qualities      2-functions    3-devices     4-nutrients 
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16-he did his best to….. his arm to teach the apple , but he 

couldn’t. 

1- Raise        2-attach        3-stretch      4-release 

17-we are…… him finishing the job on Friday. 

   1-keeping up               2-depending on  

   3-concentating on      4-passing on 

18-we all know that Mrs. Smith is a good manager and runs her 

business very…… . 

      1-previously      2-efficiently    3-straightly    4-artificially 

19-we need three kinds of……. Economic ,political and moral. 

      1-support     2-protect    3- measure     4-force 

20-his mother asked him not to …… her with his foolish 

questions . 

    1-rely    2-accept      3-respect    4-bother 

21-our plans need to be …… enough to provide the needs of 

everyone. 

     1-physical     2-repetitive     3-flexible    4 emotional 

22-we must find a more …… way of organization your time . 

    1-reflected       2-efficient      3-radiated    4-populated 
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23-don’t buy that car its engine doesn’t work…… 

    1-efficiently     2-financially    

    3-extremely     4-developmentally 

24-smoking ….. your chances of getting center. 

     1-taps     2-produces     3-increases    4-releases 

25-physical education can …… you against heart disease. 

     1-develop      2-create     3-protect     4-improve 

26-John was very……. When his father appeared on TV. And he 

was given Nobel prize. 

      1-smooth     2-anxious     3-proud      4-mild 

27-she fell and was badly injured …… climbing down the 

mountain. 

     1-since      2-because    3-while      4-whether 

28-he hasn’t worked for other people …… going in to business 

for himself 

     1-while     2-as      3- when     4- since 

29-the football game was cancelled ……. The recent storm had 

made the ground too wet to play. 

     1-because of     2-because      3-when     4- while 
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30-i want to know …… he will accept the gob offer or not. 

      1- whether     2-while     3-since    4-as 

31-she …… her knee when she fell down from hey bicycle 

1- Influenced     2-prepared     3-operated    4-damagrd 

32-the terrorists asked for a huge amount of money to …… the 

man. 

    1-hide      2-discover     3-release      4-describe 

33-there is a notice on the wall which ……. What to do in case of 

fire. 

      1-observes    2-comments    3-chooses     4-explains 

34-she ….. all the information in her mind. 

    1-permitted        2-stored     3-improved     4-included 

35- she is a very good secretary who does her work highly…… 

     1-mentally     2-effeiciently     3-silently     4-emotioally 

36-My tennis…… has hurt her arm, so she cannot play. 

      1-designer     2-winner       3-viewer      4-partner 

37-good food and …..exercise are the key to good health 

    1-centarl    2- powerful     3-regular     4-strong 
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38-plastic which is a ……. Material is widely used in industry. 

     1-flexible      2-responsible     3-fashionable   4-terrible 

39-good running  shoes reduce the stress on the knee……. 

     1-length     2-force     3-skill     4-joints 

40-he needs surgery because one of his blood…… is completely 

blocked. 

       1-sites    2-types     3-vessels   4scenes 

41-do you think they will succeed in….. the work this week? 

      1-finishing      2-finished     3-finish    4-to finish 

42-it is very important for her ……. Exactly as the doctor says. 

     1-do     2-does     3-doing     4-to do 

43-my doctor thought about…… me go on a vacation. 

     1-not let    2-not to let   3-not letting   4- letting not 

 

44-the police officer told him to stop …… ,but he kept ….. away. 

     1-ran     20 to run    3-running     4-be running 

45-the army captain told the soldiers …… until he gave order. 

     1-not shoot    2-not shooting   3-don’t shoot  4-not to shoot 
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46-Tom’s mother told him….. in the deep part of the pool. 

      1-don’t swim     2-to not swim  3-not to swim 4-not 

swimming 

47-my father reminded  …… the letters. 

      1-me to mail          2-that I mail   

      3-me for mailing   4-that I would mail 

48-she told them ….. for her after the class. 

    1-don’t wait     2- didn’t wait   3-not to wait    4-not wait 

49-Jerry tried ….. on time for work ,but he was late again. 

     1-that he is    2-be    3-being    4-to be 

50-i asked Hamed ……the money he had borrowed. 

       1-give back            2-to give back  

       3-giving back          4-that he gave back  
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